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According to a study, more than 32 billion invoices are still being sent every year by post in Europe. On reception in
most ﬁrms, these invoices ﬁrst have to be copied and then forwarded internally to the relevant division for veriﬁcation.
Alternatively, an OCR (Optical Character Recognition) device is used in order to capture data from a scanned paper
invoice for its further processing in electronic form.
Even companies which already receive invoices from their business partners in PDF format or as electronic documents
often remain in the old world of paper-based invoice processing and accept this media dichotomy. A study by ibi
research indicates that 72 percent of the surveyed medium-sized businesses still print out electronic invoices before
passing them on in paper form for clearance.
Invoice data are then manually entered in an ERP system or accounting software, and some even go on for further
programming, e.g. in a payment transaction system. Not only do these manual process steps cost time and money, they
are also associated with a high risk of error. This can in turn lead to delays owing to the need for manual correction.

Until now a manual process with 24 individual steps
An audit of an international company manufacturing components for the aircraft industry revealed that overall 24
steps are required for every article on an invoice before it can be correctly registered in the ﬁrm’s own SAP system.
Since up to 50 articles are often listed on an individual invoice, this eﬀort rises exponentially. No less than two fulltime
personnel had the sole task of copying invoices. The resulting data were then displayed on Excel tables and transferred
The manual process of invoice management for those concerned was not only dominated by tasks that were
monotonous and constantly repetitive; the process also absorbed a great deal of time and cost a considerable amount
of money. Since there is no automatised workﬂow for this activity even in SAP, and standard OCR solutions cover these
processes at best inadequately, this aircraft components manufacturer opted for a customised automation solution.
An Asian subsidiary of the aviation sector system supplier, where an analogous pilot project was due to be launched,
sought the support of ERNI Consulting AG: they had already gathered sound experience in the past with this
international software engineering consultancy in various digitalisation projects.
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A solution ready in ﬁve months with ﬂexible methods
Software design began after a joint workshop, in which the requirements for the software under development were
discussed with key users from all departments. The consultants presented the client with several innovative ways to
solve its problem based on the initial prototypes. Attention was also given to the core challenge: sometimes the script
on the invoices is very small and tends to be distorted on enlargement and can therefore no longer be read error-free
by the OCR system.
It was ﬁnally decided in a second workshop to adopt a product already on the market that could be ﬁtted out with extra
functions within a period of only ﬁve months as speciﬁcally requested. A six-member ERNI team – including two
programmers and a tester – then started implementing the concept under discussion. It proved possible to complete
the project within the stipulated time and budget framework thanks to ﬂexible development methods and owing to
the fact that during this phase very few requests for modiﬁcation came from the client, who was highly committed to
the project.
Competitors – based on the client’s experience – often require for similar initiatives more than twice the time with a
larger development team.
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Productivity gain of 80 percent through automation
The Invoice Recognition System for this aerospace company is based on direct automation into a uniform workﬂow of
the entire SAP invoice management process with its 24 individual steps. First of all, the user selects on the PC a stored
template and speciﬁc documents to be scanned for every supplier invoice category, e.g. invoices stemming from a
logistics provider. Once the ﬁelds for scanning are set in the reference ﬁle, the scan procedure can be started. The
ingenious factor here is that the template serves as a model for all documents of the same format. Selected zone
reading is followed by OCR-system character recognition: an image of the scan ﬁeld is cropped, enlarged and optimised
for enhanced detection of image sharpness.
For this part, the OCR system requires lots of computing capacity and is powered by intelligent algorithms. After image
processing, rapid validation for quality assurance is still necessary before compiled data can be archived:
synchronisation with the SAP system can then take place. Proceeding in this way, seven invoices can be registered
concurrently within 80 seconds. Where the registration of 100 invoices previously took 2.5 hours the same quantity
can now be processed in 18 minutes. Overall, the Invoice Recognition System means a productivity gain for the aircraft
component manufacturer of 80 percent.

Rapid adaptation of the solution to other requirements
It is little wonder that this solution is being prepared for transfer to other parts of the company. Since customised
development is orientated towards the ﬁrm’s concrete needs, compromises do not have to be made regarding
performance or ease of use – which would be the case with a standard, oﬀ-the-peg OCR solution. Additionally, since
the source code now belongs to the company, there are no licensing fees for its worldwide use. For a ﬁrm with over
40,000 employees in more than 20 countries such fees would be substantial.
Since the ERNI expert developed parts of the software under their own initiative, it is possible to adapt the solution to
other branches, ﬁrms or ERP and CRM systems, e.g. Salesforce or Oracle, with relatively little eﬀort. The time period
for this customising process could be further minimised since the development team has in the intervening period
acquired substantial know-how about the speciﬁc challenges involved.
Thought has also been given to the increasing digitalisation of the invoicing division: invoices sent as PDF documents
or emails merely have to be saved in the template folder corresponding to each supplier for them to undergo further
automatic processing. Since the scanning process is then no longer required even more time can be saved.
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